Catholic Comments Podcast

Informing Your Faith

The Program

Catholic Comments is a weekly fifteen minute audio program dedicated to the discussion of the contemporary Catholic Church from an Ignatian perspective.

Catholic Comments is hosted by Dr. John J. O’Keefe and Dr. Wendy M. Wright, both members of the theology faculty at Creighton University.

Sample Podcast Topics

- Catholic Social Teaching
- Doctrine
- Environment
- Ethics
- Issues in the News
- Liturgical Year: Feasts and Seasons
- Ministry and Service
- Faith in Action
- Saints and Luminaries
- Scripture
- Spirituality
- World Church

Guests

Guests interviewed on Catholic Comments are notable local, national, and international figures in the contemporary church. There are presently over 150 archived podcasts available. An excellent resource for teaching, preaching and ministry.

Available on the website

http://cct.creighton.edu/?cat=16

For automatic downloads subscribe on iTunes

Contact:

jokeefe@creighton.edu or wmwright@creighton.edu